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Our Society Has a Trash Problem…
− Across the United States, 145 million tons a year1 of
household trash are buried in a landfill every year.
− Landfills are the largest human generated source of
methane – a greenhouse gas 30 times2 more potent
than carbon dioxide.
− Not to mention other environmental problems with
landfills… odor, litter & contamination.
− Smarter, more sustainable solutions to landfills are
needed.
− Waste avoidance, recycling and composting are a
critical part of the solution; however, they alone
cannot solve the problem.
− Innovation is needed to handle the hundreds of
millions of tons of trash that cannot be recycled or
composted.
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Source: US EPA, 2018 data
Source: US EPA, global warming potential of greenhouse gases

…and Aviation Needs to Decarbonize
− As an industry that depends on fossil fuels, aviation
contributes to climate change and has a
responsibility to help solve it.
− Sustainable Aviation Fuel (“SAF”) is an alternative to
fossil fuels and is the most effective way to reduce
emissions from flying.

− Numerous airlines, including United Airlines, have
pledged to achieve net zero emissions by 2050.
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Society’s Waste Problem & Climate Change
− Fulcrum helps solve these two key environmental
challenges by making sustainable aviation fuel
(“SAF”) from one of our nation’s most abundant
resources – household garbage.
− Fulcrum’s SAF reduces emissions by over 80% on a
life cycle basis compared to fossil jet fuel.
− Fulcrum Centerpoint in Gary, IN will:
− Divert over 700,000 tons of household
garbage from landfills each year.

− Produce 31 million gallons per year of SAF for
customers such as United Airlines.
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Why Gary, Indiana?
− Fulcrum chose Gary because of its existing
infrastructure (access to rail, roads, utilities, pipelines).
− The 75-acre industrial parcel in Buffington Harbor has
been vacant for over 20 years and will now be
revitalized for a clean energy project.
− Gary will be at the forefront of helping reduce the
country’s dependence on energy sources causing
climate change.
− 130 full-time operational jobs & 1,000 construction jobs
will be created.
− Additional indirect employment opportunities that
support the facility including technical trades, logistics
and supply chain jobs.
− Fulcrum hopes to be the catalyst attracting like-minded,
innovative, future-proof industries to the region.
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The 75-Acre Industrial Parcel Today
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Centerpoint Project Overview
Biorefinery
− Proven technology: Gasification with Fischer Tropsch
Process – both processes around since 20th century (no
incineration)
− Receives only feedstock (no household trash is
delivered)

− Processes 530,000 tons per year of prepared feedstock
− Produces 31 million gallons per year of SAF
− Regulated under State & Federal law
Supporting Feedstock Processing Facilities

− Two facilities: one in northeast Illinois & one in
northwest Indiana outside of Gary (locations being
finalized)
− Production of feedstock for the Biorefinery

− Metals recovered for recycling
− Regulated under State & Federal law
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Example of feedstock that will be delivered to the Biorefinery in Gary, IN

Centerpoint Biorefinery – Gary, IN

Rendering of the Centerpoint Biorefinery in Gary, IN
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Community Investment & Participation
Job Creation
− 130 full time operational jobs; average wage of $30/hour
+ benefits

− $600 million project coming to Gary, IN

− Positions for a wide variety of skill sets

− $10 million in TIF bond proceeds provided by
Fulcrum to the Gary Redevelopment Commission

− 1,000 construction jobs over 24-month construction
period

− Proceeds to be used for the demolition and clean
up of abandoned buildings across the City

− Many more indirect jobs supporting the facility including
technical trades, logistics and supply chain

− Available to the Commission following project
financing

Local Hiring & Training
− Commitments made regarding local hiring of contractors
and employees
− Engaged with Ivy Tech Community College and
curriculum planning in progress
− Leverage community resources to support a talent
pipeline of clean energy jobs for Gary residents to
succeed
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Revitalization of Gary

Supporting Green Spaces
− Partnering with Shirley Heinze Land Trust
− Financial support for a capital improvement project
at Ivanhoe South Nature Preserve
− Engaged with the City of Gary on further
opportunities to support parks and green spaces in
the City

Environmental Overview
Air
− A minor source air permit from the Indiana Department
of Environmental Management (“IDEM”) will be
obtained for the Biorefinery
− Emission thresholds for minor source air permits are
significantly more stringent in Lake County than national
EPA/IDEM standards
− Air emissions are predominantly from natural gas
combustion to support the process
Water
− Wastewater will be pre-treated on site and then
discharged to Gary Sanitary District (“GSD”) for further
treatment
− Recycled water from GSD will be used for process water
which will enable GSD to reduce how much treated
effluent it discharges
− No discharge into or direct connection with Lake
Michigan
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Land
− Brownfield site (former Cement Plant) to be
cleaned-up

− The site is appropriate for redevelopment and does
not require remediation
− IDEM Comfort Letter / Soil Management Plan
− Wetlands

− Approximately 2.3 acres of low-quality (not
dune and swale) wetlands on the eastern
finger of the property
− No intention to disturb wetlands
By-Products & Waste
− All by-product and waste is non-hazardous
− Majority by volume (ash) has reuse value
− Remainder will be disposed of in landfill

Feedstock Transportation
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Feedstock will be transported to the Biorefinery in Gary, IN with covered trucks exclusively
using designated heavy vehicle routes

Fulcrum’s History
− Founded in 2007
− Pilot plant constructed & operated in 2014 for 120 days
successfully producing fuel

− United Airlines

− Fulcrum’s SAF has been independently tested & meets
ASTM standards as well as military fuel specifications

− BP

− First commercial plant near Reno, NV (Fulcrum Sierra
BioFuels) completed construction in 2021 and started
operations in May 2022

− Japan Airlines

− Second commercial plant in Gary, IN (Fulcrum
Centerpoint) with expected financial close first half 2023
and projected operations in 2025-2026
− Third commercial plant on the Gulf Coast (Fulcrum
Trinity Fuels) with expected financial close in late 2023
and projected operations in late 2026
− Other projects in development domestically and
internationally
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Strategic Partners & Investors

− Cathay Pacific

− World Fuel Services
− Marubeni
− SK
− Ontario Teachers Pension Plan
− CDPQ
− Citi Bank
− Waste Management
− Waste Connections

Fulcrum Sierra

Feedstock Processing Facility
− Processes 2,000 tons of waste daily

− $70M capital grant from US Dept of Defense

− In operation since 2018

− In commissioning and startup phase

− Removal of inorganic material + size
reduction

− Fuel production expected soon

− Recovery of metals for recycling

− Greater than 80% reduction in GHG emissions

− Production of engineered Feedstock
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Biorefinery

− 11 million gallons per year
− Sulfur and contaminant free fuel

Contact Details

Flyn van Ewijk | Director, Project Development
fvanewijk@fulcrum-bioenergy.com
(925) 224-8241

Dana Wesolek, PE | Senior Developer – Centerpoint
dwesolek@fulcrum-bioenergy.com
(219) 929-7507
fulcrumcenterpoint.com
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